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Ground conveyor

What is it?

Carrier conveyors are perhaps the main elements of any automated ma-
nufacturing process. Depending on the space available at the surface of 
the industrial installations, the conveyor belts can be modified to form the 
internal logistics solution required in each case.

Its operation makes its work cycle an infinite process of transporting 
goods, parts or other accessories requiring a constant flow of transport 
inside the facilities, which would not be viable with human labor.

Whether by the speed, weight, or workability of certain parts, conveyors 
are the key solution for any internal logistics process that needs to be 
optimized to increase its performance to profitable levels or to improve 
existing profitability.
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1Rotating tile 
system

Since the geometry of said rollers obviously favors the sliding of the loads, 
it is frequent that variations in the slope of the circuits are used, which cau-
ses the sliding of the load under the effect of gravity by using the minimum 
of energy possible for the transfer of goods.

This type of conveyor belt comprises a series of rollers along its path, 
which can have different shapes, diameters and materials depending on 
the load to be transported. The roller conveyor belts may comprise motori-
zed rollers spaced at different time or space intervals for driving or braking 
the load (s) in the production circuit.

Very used in logistics, roller conveyors or roller 
conveyor belts are a great and effective solution 
for a multitude of internal transfer projects.

6 7
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1
Rotary tile system

It is the ideal solution in the need to rotate the 
tiles on the top of a table at any angle, adjus-
table if necessary. Rotation is achieved by two 
parallel tracks driven by the motor at different 
speeds (controlled by the optional drive).

Advantages vs turntable with traditional 
belt: greater stability, especially when the 
production line stops and restarts, possibi-
lity of handling large tiles without damaging 
them, more speed.

Since the sliding plane is located above 
the structure of the machine, it is therefo-
re possible to rotate the parts at a larger 
angle diagonally with respect to the width 
of the turntable.

The ratio of two speeds (V1 and V2) determi-
nes the angle of rotation. The standard ver-
sion is available for installation in a line with 
frame widths T = 500/600/700 mm.

9

Model Dimensions Speed line Size of the tiltes

A B C V1 Pa x Pb* Pa x Pb*

mm mm mm m/min MiN (mm) Max (mm)

GRR 1000 1050 830 225+-25 20 100 X 100 450 X 450

GRR 1200 1250 830 225+-25 10 100 X 100 400 X 590

20 100 X 100 550 X 550

30 100 X 100 450 X 450

GRR 1500 1550 1160 225+-25 20 100 X 100 600 X 900

30 100 X 100 550 X 550

40 100 X 100 450 X 450

GRR 2000 2000 1300 225+-25 20 300 X 300 900 X 900

30 300 X 300 600 X 900

40 300 X 300 550 X 550

GRR 2500 2500 1300 225+-25 20 300 X 300 650 X 1300

30 300 X 300 900 X 900

GRR 3000 3000 1300 225+-25 20 300 X 300 1200 X 1200

30 300 X 300 350 X 1300

40 300 X 300 900 X 900
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1
Tile Calculator

This precision instrument designed to calcu-
late ceramic tiles is composed of an alumi-
num structure with an ergonomic worktable, 
consisting of a set of inactive rollers allowing 
a fast and smooth flow of the tiles during the 
different measurement steps .

The tilting axis of the worktable can be ea-
sily adjusted using two lever handles on 
the sides.

It allows you to measure the lengths of the 
sides (1), the parallelism of the opposite si-
des (2), the diagonal (3), as well as the or-
thogonality of the adjacent sides (4). The 
measurement is made using a gauge sensor 
equipped with a tile position detector in a 
magnetic strip. The measured value is dis-
played on a digital panel.
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Modelo Dimensions Measured Tolerance Supply 
voltage

Supply 
voltage

Weight

B C C

mm mm mm mm V Hz KG

MP 100 1155 1245 0 / 1000 +- 0,1 220 50 88

MP 135 1155 1595 0 / 1350 +- 0,1 220 50 130
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1
Roller unit 
with force sensor

It has been designed for the control of the pro-
duction cycle, in particular for the weighing of 
articles in transit in the packaging line. Espe-
cially suitable for cartons, boxes, drawers or 
the like.

Count the number of items in transit, weigh 
them and check the total daily. The system 
stores the parameters measured by the load 
cell in the controller and displays the weight 
on the keyboard screen.

The data can be printed to a remote printer 
via an Ethernet connection. The value of the 
acquired weight is processed by the API after 
a short time or when the item is put back on 
the scale.

The item can only be removed when the va-
lue has been acquired. Before placing a new 
item on the scale, the operator can cancel 
by pressing with a dedicated button. The 
item can be manually placed on the scale 
using manual weighing.

12

Accuracy tolerance of 
the load cell

Analog output

Degree of protection of 
the electrical system

Structural materials

Type of transport

+- 0,1%/kg
(1g cada 10kg)

0/4-20 mA

IP65

Anodized aluminum

Training rolls by belt
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1
Roller unit 
with inclinator

It has been designed to change the side on 
which the packaging is located on the pac-
kaging line.

In particular, when the package is full and 
taped on the sides, the tip inclines it so that 
it rests on the engraved side.

The package is routed flush with the left side 
of the motorized roller unit which transports 
it to the tilting table.

The tilting table, activated pneumatically, 
rotates the package by unloading it into the 
gravity roller unit, which drops it at the end 
of the line.

14

Structure material

Motor power per 
roll unit

Frequency 
(with inverter)

Frequency 
(without inverter)

Anodized aluminum

370 W

400V 3+N

50 Hz 
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1
Inline unit 
with fin

It has been designed to allow the package 
to spill into the packaging line, especially 
when it is filled and placed with tape on its 
side, so that it comes out of the side line 
with tape.

The package is transported in the moto-
rized roller unit which transports it to the 
tilting table which, actuated by a lever con-
nected to a linear guide, returns the packa-
ge to 90 ° on the roller unit and deposits it 
at the end of line. Return to the tilt position 
for the next packet.

16

Structure material

Motor power of the 
linear inclination guide

Supply voltage of the 
tilting linear guide

Frequency of the tilting 
linear guide

Cycles / minute

Anodized aluminum

370 W

400 V

50 Hz 

max 4

The roller unit is equipped with a photocell moun-
ting kit and a reflector (photocell not included)
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1
Customized 
systems

We manufacture and develop tailor-made 
transport for all types of industries. Elevator 
transport, curved transport or spiral transport.

18
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2 The type of belt conveyor is frequently used in transporting or transporting 
smaller and larger quantities of material. The beverage or cement indus-
tries, for example, use belt conveyors to transfer their different raw ma-
terials from a multi-compartment central stock, or other goods transport 
elements such as dump trucks, tractors, and concrete mixers.

The versatility offered by conveyor belts or 
conveyor belts is such that it is difficult at first 
to evaluate all applications where they lead to 
improved productivity and performance.

20

Conveyor belts

21
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2
Belt curves

We carry out two types of belt curves de-
pending on the size and weight of the pro-
duct to be transported.

For small products:
• Rolls with cylindrical head;
• Motorized start and tension of the belt 

at the center of the curve at the bottom.
If you need a particularly small head diame-
ter, the standard cylindrical roller can be re-
placed with a knife.

For big products:
• Suitable for carrying loads up to 150 kg.
• Rollers with conical head.
• Motorized drive and tension of the belt 

in the head.
Steel conveyor belts are very robust and are 
suitable for transporting products of consi-
derable weight. They can be equipped with 
any type of accessory, such as rollers for the 
passage of the product.

22

45º 90º 180º

Carpet for small products

Carpet for large products
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2
Operator 
crossing system

It is a section of the conveyor with hinges at 
one end to allow it to tilt upwards if necessary.

The operator passage system can be consi-
dered as a normal conveyor, since it does not 
require a free space at the top or the bottom. 
Its production capacity is the same as that of 
the line itself.

Accumulation is possible depending on the 
product transported.

24
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2
Customized 
systems

Customized conveyors for different leng-
ths, from the smallest to the largest (30 m) 
in the same section with unevenness and 
bucket elevations.

26
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3 Conveyor belts consist of a three-dimensional web that facilitates transi-
tions between points with complex trajectories.

Frequently used in the food industry, for the transport of food and beve-
rages, the fields of application of hinged conveyors are usually industrial 
projects or parts of a line of work in which the loads are not usually excessi-
vely bulky and heavy, but they require great speed and flexibility in the path 
between points.

They are a feeding system that adds to what 
was originally designed as a conveyor belt

28

Hinge conveyors

29
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3
Spiral lift

It is a vertical transport system, ideal for 
small / medium size products. This system 
is suitable for lifting, lowering and storing 
lightweight items in the manufacturing, pac-
kaging and distribution sectors.

It stands out for its quiet operation and ener-
gy saving features, is extremely reliable and 
does not require any special maintenance. 
Its coils and charging structure are made of 
anodised aluminum, making it a very light 
and extremely robust structure.

The confined diameter of the spirals allows 
the passage through small spaces and the 
easy implementation of a single operator, 
because the chain has no points of attach-
ment or hooking, the system offers a high 
level of security.

30

Dimensiones PA PB PC PØ
max 
200

≥PA 170/320 max 
230

HD level difference max 6000m
HD level difference 156 mm
Maximum capacity 

per spiral tower
6 Kg

Maximum capacity of 
the spiral

25 Kg

Maximum number 
of spirals per turn

14

Driving Direction High low without accumulation
Diameter of the spiral 

per revolution
860 mm

Spiral extension 2700 mm
Speed 10 / 50 m/min

Support structure 90 x 90 perfil in 
Anodized aluminum.
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Transport system for paper rolls along a 
straight path.

This system consists of a polyurethane con-
veyor belt, divided into 4/6 channels.

Column positioners allow the width of the 
track to be adjusted using a central steering 
wheel (maintaining a fixed distance between 
centers) equipped with photocell supports 
for managing the accumulation and rotation 
of roll contact levers.

The support structure consists of aluminum 
profiles and adjustable feet. The direct mount 
intermediate drive unit consists of a reaction 
arm gearbox and a three-phase inverter.

3
Stop rollers with 
adjustable guides

32

Contact levers for rollers
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The C075M hinged conveyor is made from 
a patented Bett Sistemi material that allows 
high operating speeds, low noise levels and 
radii of curvature up to 160 mm. The spindle 
coupling is made of stainless steel.

3
Modular 
hinge system

34

Motor protection coverSwitchboardRoll transferLateral guidesLateral transfer module

Section module rightCurved moduleCurved moduleReferral moduleEngine module

Motor reducerAccumulation chainsHand chainsAir chainsSafety chains

Foot with lower bipodFoot with lower tripodFoot with lower bipod
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